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The efforts engaged by Public Authorities in terms
of access to a good quality of water for the maximus

of people is justified by drinking water supply primary role
in improving hygienic conditions and mastering hydraulic

deseases.

Public standposts remain the best adequate system to supply insa-
lubrious housings, unconnected squares in the surrounding of towns
or those lacking local water resources as well as douars bordering
regional great conveyance. This system will be increasingly improved
so as to allow access to drinking water for all.

Since the councils and owners, have limited means, the realized
public standposts are neither maintained nor guarded, and

they constitute a source of squandering and of pollution.

Because of its social aspect and the benefit gained by
the low income population, Bakers give special importance to

the implementation and rehabilitation of public standposts. Yet not
only local compensation is required but systems of cost recovery, of
monitoring and of management must be provided.

Within this frame and having tested
various forms of management and
modes of cost recovery, ONEP prepared
a program comprising :

• Implementation of about 700
public standposts along regional
conveyance.

• Rehabilitation of about 800
public standposts in the centers
where ONEP manages drinking
water distribution.
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Introduction

Many organisms act in drinking water
sector :

• Water resources planning and
development are the tasks of
Ministry of Public Works, National
Training and Management Training
(Hydraulic Department).

• ONEP is in charge of drinking water
production fittings' planning and
rehabilitation.

• Ministry of Agriculture and
Agricultural Development brings
technical assistance to some drinking
water supply projects in rural areas
where operating is incumbent upon
the councils.

• Ministry of
charge of
control.

Public Health is in
drinking water quality

Local Collectivities, under the
supervision of State Ministry of
Interior and of Information, deal with
drinking water distribution in big cities
and is small centers.

They are also in charge of
waterproduction and distribution in
rural areas.

In towns and centers, the councils
delegate drinking water service to
specialized organisms :

• Water Authorities, in big cities :
16 authorities manage water distri-
bution in 80 centers of more
than 9 000 000 inhabitants.

• ONEP, in averge towns and small centers
(197 at the end of 1993) gathering
about 3 500 000 inhabitants.

These activities are undertaken
within the frame of the guidelines of
Higher Water and Climate Council
chaired by HIS MAJESTY THE
KING.

During the session of the Council,
held in February 1987, it had been
recommended to give more
importance to rural areas, to fit them
out with drinking water and to attend
to that the concerned departments
and organisms coordinate their efforts
in order to set up an efficient strategy
in terms of drinking water supply .
Cost recovery action had also been
maintained so as to :

• Ensure maintenance and good
funCtiortning of fittings.

• Allow the expanding of recovery all
over in national territory.

••',* Avoid squandering by those having
water.
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In accordance with these guidelines and
after a proufond reflection, ONEP
developed an action policy in sub-urban
and rural areas. This policy concerns
small centers and country towns, center
of development in rural areas and

defense against drift from land to big
cities. As for suburbs outlying towns and
those along regional conveyance,
drinking water supply is ensured by
means of public standposts.

Acting Agents In Drinking Water Sector

NATIONAL OFFICE OF
POTABLE WATER

• Water supply planning of the
Kingdom.

•Study, implementation and mana-
gement of water networks,

1 Pollution control of resources liable
to be used of human consumption.

STATE MINISTRY OF INTERIOR
AND OF INFORMATION

Tutor of Local Councils

• Water distribution in urban areas.
• Water supply and distribution in rural

areas.

MINISTRY OF PUBLIC
HEALTH

• Drinking water quality control at the
national level.

MINISTRY OF EQUIPMENT,
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND

MANAGEMENT TRAINING

(ADMINISTRA TION OF HYDRAULICS)

• Inventory and planning of water
resources and control of water use.

MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE AND

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

Technical assistance to rural
communities.

OTHER INVOLVED AGENCIES
OFFICE CHERIFIEN DES PHOSPHATES
(OCP) : Water supply and distribution
in some minear centers.

S. M. D. (SOCIETE MAROCAINE DE
DISTRIBUTION ) concessionary since
1949:
Production of 2 m3/s supplying a part
of Casablanca city.

This document summarizes ONEP's experience in terms of public
standposts' design and managment in the centers where ONEP is in
charge of distribution on behalf of Councils.



Role,
Development,

Design

Public standpost is, and shall be for
long, the major form of drinking water
supply for :

• Population not yet connected to
distribution networks.

• Population of outlying squares not
connected.

• Suburbs of small rural Councils
lacking local water ressources.

• Inhabitants or douars along regional
water conveyances.

• Precarious housing.

Because of the necessity to improve
sanitary conditions, to control
hydraulic deseases, without waiting
that implemting programs of basic
infrastructures are undertaken,
public standpost will be increasingly
developed ; ONEP's action needs
are evaluated to 3200 units up to
the year 2000 requiring, thus, an
investment of 65 millions Dirhams.
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These fittings constitute an important
interest for the supplied population since
they distribute potable water which is
treated and controled so as to face
population needs and to participate in
improving their hygien and health.

Hencefoth, they must :

• B e easily accessible.

• Work without cut off.

• Not to be a source of water
squandering.

• Not pollute their immediate
surrounding.

In order to adequately fulfill its duty,
public standposts must be carefully
designed.



In fact all these mentioned points must
be taken into account in public
standposts' design, It must provide a set
of arrangements both on the technical
and functioning levels.

•Civil Engineering must adapted to
allow easy access and to ensure
resistance to damage.

• Disposal system must be designed in
the way to avoid sludges that distrurb
way and access and are often source
of pollution.

• Functioning autonomy must be
provided from a reservoir allowing
to sufficently supply the public
standposts in case of cut off in supply
network.

• Its architecture must suit that of the
surrounding milieu.
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Rehabilitation
ràm

We note that public standposts
(concerned Council's patrimony) lack
adequate maintenance to see the upkeep
of them so as to face the needs of
population, to control water squandering
and to protect their immediate
surrounding.

This stituation results from the want of
maintenance, unguardening these fittings
and unsensitizing the users to the
importance of this kind of installations
on sanitary conditions of the whole
concerned population.

Consequently, their rehabilitation is
more imposed in the remote and rural
areas, this water supply system is
reorgnized as the best adequate one.

As it is concerned, National Office of
Potable Water (ONEP) carries on a vast
rehabilitation program of 800 public
standposts in the centers where it
manages distribution.

This program was based on the results of
an in - site survey led by the Office since
1988 through an assessement of all the
public standposts.

A card describing the situation, of the
work and the adopted form of
management was elaborated for each
fitting and completed by a photography.
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This survey allowed to know that an
intervention is urgent in 704 Units (95 %
of the whole units) 580 of which (78 %)
are necessarly to be substituted. The
rehabilitation action concerns the public
standposts requiring maintenance
through some adjustments so as to
respect hygenic principles.

This rehabilitation consists in :

• Taking up again the
Engineering,

Civil

• •••.. Ensuring a good sanitation of the
surrounding of the installations.

• To give it an aspect fitted to the
architectural conditions of the
milieu so as to give it back its
historical vocation of the privileged
meeting point of the inhabitants of
the village.

This program requires an investment
evaluated about 20 Millions Dirhams, a
part of which is provided by a financing
of Germany.



Management
and Social Role

ONEP looked into public standpost pro-
blematic since many years with the help
of United Nations Development
Program (UNDP), World Health
Organization (WHO) and the
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD). Moreover, a
financial effort was guaranted by the
Federal Republic of Germany within the
frame of its cooperation with the
Kingdom of Morocco.

Among the main encountered problems,
there are management which remains
crucial since it concerns water
squandering, problem of cost recovery,
of health, of hygien and of fittings'
maintenance.
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• An ungarde public standpost is
subject an to negligence and
degredation such as it does not fulfill
its task and brings about, hence forth,
pollution and an important waste of
water.
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• Water free furthers this situation ; the
setting up of a participation system to
distributed water cost must bring the
following advantages to population :

- acknowledgment of water value,

- financial participation to the sector
development,

- water economy,

- water supply security,

- hygienic conditions improvmerit,

- jobs'avaiiibility for guardians,
retailors or manager guardians.

It is well known that transfer price of
water must takes into account the weak
in come of the consumers and
encourage consumption of drinking
water.

The setting up and the generalization
of manager guardians make disapear,
or at least, limit the disadvantages and
probelms linked to the functioning of
public standposts (leaks, squandering,
hygien lack, deteriorations,...).

A pilot experience of public standpost
management was launched by ONEP
(more than 250) in ZIZ valley and
Tafilalet plain supplying more than
20000Ô inhabitants in ksoUrs ontlying
water pipes which supply Errachidia,
ErfoUd, Rissarii (about 100 Kms).



IL is a matter of a management formule
consisting in setting up a contract
between ONEP and the Council , and
which has to :

• Designate a guardian who will sign a
subscription insurance with ONEP.
This designation is generally made
through public auction.

• Constitute an association among the
users so as to look after the respect of
the contract's clauses and the good
functioning of the public standposts.

• Fix water salé price at a minimum
level in order to manage to pay water
bill, maintenance costs and the salary
of the manager guardian. It is worth
recalling that water price of public
standposts as well as that of public
baths is a preferential one, given the
Social aspect.

Another kind ôf management through
ASSOCIATION based on the same
principles is also experienced in other
regions of the Kingdom and gives
appreciable advantages on the service
quality.

public standposts, as it was mentioned
before, have an important role in terms
of drinking water supply of the
population who are not supplied from
the network.

Not only, they solve water problems of
the population, but they, also, play an
important social role since their fitting
and management system helps to create
jobs yielding additional incoms for the
concerned families. We can, in this case,
Cite the example of the project
implemented in Ziz valley an Tafilalet
plain consisting in 250 public
standposts, henceforth, as many jobs for
manager guardains.

A second example is that of the supply,
through public standposts, of Karia Tissa
region where 450 public standposts are
implemented and then 450 direct jobs.

The efficiency and the durability of such
a system are ensured thanks to costs'
recovery, i.e, receipts of water sale to
consumers.

Even the settled prices remain low (for
social reasons), water service is, on one
hand ensured and, the other had, helps
commercial activities develoment
through jobs' creation for manager
guardian. These prices can also
provide other unpolluted service for
public standpost (telephone, small
commerces ... ).
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The examination of the situation of
public standposts, undertaken actions for
saving their durability and the
management forms test brought about
encourageing results for their
development in the urban squares not yet
connected as well as in the rural suburbs
along the regional conveyances or
lacking local water resources.

It is desirable that of the towns are
provided with these experiences in order
that the existing units or those to be
implemented get this interest so as to
acheive a better management to well
serve the populations.

Taking into account the income impact
that may be engendred by the
management system, we can think that
these public standposts would further the
setting up of commercial activities
(unpolluting, of course).

We have to remind, at last, that the
population must be sensitized to ••:

• The impact of the quality of
water distributed through these
fitting on their health.

• The risks that other uncontrolled
and/or untreated water sources
can présente.

We have, thus, to protect the public
standpost, to maintain it, to adequately
manage it in order to be the prefered
meeting point and the SOURCE of the
more appreciable vital water.
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The public standposls that1 are
neither yuardtid nor maintained,
and where cost recovery is not
ensured, constitute a source of
•AVHfr-.i.]i.ieindering, a place of
>.ilii it•]•.•!! ond a cause of deseases.
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Examples of Rehabilitated Public Standposts

BEFORE REHABILITATION AFTER REHABILITATION
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